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This last newsletter for 2020 is a commentary from 
Caron Tayloe and will be all about Black Bears! In 
this newsletter we will be discussing black bears and 
efforts to help conserve and protect them; then we 
will discuss one of the biggest wildlife killing 
schemes ever developed in the history of Nevada. 
You guessed it….the bear hunt in Nevada. But first, 
the bears:

Nevada has the smallest black bear population in 
the West. Per the Nevada Department of  Wildlife 

(NDOW) website, Nevada has between 300 to 400 bears and they 
are located in just the western portions of the state. Did you know 
that at one time black bears roamed much more of the land all 
over the northern two thirds of Nevada? Of course, they were 
driven out by humans for the various human reasons that exist 
when any species is driven out of an area. In the last decade there 
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have been some confirmed sightings of black bears in eastern 
Nevada but those sightings are pretty rare. There was one 
confirmed sighting in Elko County last May. Black bears are 
considered intelligent and shy (but “opportunistic”). Not to be too 
anthropomorphic (!) but even the NDOW website acknowledges 
bears can be “frightened.” Black bears will make different sounds 
according to a situation. There are some great videos on line that 
demonstrate the different black bear vocal communications. The 
Mar/Apr 2019 Sierra Club magazine has a wonderful article on 
black bear communication, including the idea that black bear 
communication is taught by the mother bear to the cubs. They 
speak, but not in our language. In this article there is also a 
discussion about how one bear may teach other bears behaviors 
that she has learned herself. Once again, learned (not just 
instinctive) behaviors may be passed on in a family, and even a 
community, of black bears.

Right now our omnivore black bears are out and about in their 
habitats (which might be our habitats as well) trying to eat as much 
as they can to store body fat reserves for several months of semi-
hibernation. On your travels in the western part of the state you 
may get to see one! For those of us living in the mountains and the 
foothills black bear sightings are not unusual and much 
appreciated. Black bears are observed with one, two, or even three 
cubs and can be very protective of these cubs. 

We must protect bears from people who do not know how they 
can influence bear behavior through their own behaviors. People 
from all over the country are moving to Nevada and most do not 
have any idea about how to live with bears - to respect their 
habitat and to prevent conflict. Some of us are in positions where 
we can educate the public by telling our neighbors to keep garbage 
locked up until garbage pick-up day. To keep fruit trees growing 
only in areas that do not have bears. To not feed the bears at all - 
especially to get some close-up picture for Facebook! 

Nevada wildlife watchers like the folks at No Bear Hunt Nevada 
and The Bear League have worked very hard to bring the plight of 
the Nevada black bear to light and to get a variety of populations 
to appreciate bears and to learn how to reduce potential conflicts 
with bears. NDOW has had some public service programs to 
educate people about black bears and how people’s behavior can be 
dangerous for our bears.

As wildlife watchers we have a duty to go to the websites of No 
Bear Hunt Nevada and The Bear League. There we can obtain and 
share information on what we can do to help bears by not only 
advocating for them but also by monitoring our own behaviors to 
ensure the bears remain safe and wild.
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Kathryn Bricker is the dynamic and persistent driving force behind 
No Bear Hunt Nevada (NBHN). Her determination is based on 
justice. Justice for the bears but also for the 98% of people in 
Nevada who are not sportsmen, and whose voices have not been 
heard in decision-making about bear issues. Kathryn has described 
how in 2008 NDOW told the Nevada Board of Wildlife 
Commissioners (NBWC) that, based on their data, the public 
would not be in favor of a bear hunt. But 2 years later in 2010 with 
new NBWC appointees (by the governor at that time), the bear 
hunt was formed. This writer was there in the commission meeting 
audience during those dark times and I still remember that the 
bear hunt was  enacted strictly on the desires of a few people who 
wanted to kill bears so they could have a trophy of some sort. 
There was absolutely no scientific evidence presented that the bear 
hunt would help the species; no evidence presented that the hunt 
would benefit Nevada; and there was no evidence presented that 
the hunt was necessary for any reason other than the desires of a 
few of the then-governor’s appointees and their friends. This 
creation of a trophy hunt by a governor appointed board that was 
also supported by a state agency, was based on opportunism only. It 
represented the highest levels of abuse of power and betrayal for 
those of us who believed that sportsmen and wildlife biologists 
were supposed to be conservationists, not opportunists; for those 
who believed in democratic processes of  State appointed Boards;  
and for those who believed that wildlife really does belong to all 
the people of Nevada (Nevada Statute).

And then it got worse. Playing up on historical but inaccurate fears 
that bears were a danger to the public, there were attempted 
justifications for the unpopular black bear hunt through the spread 
of false information. It is unclear where it came from, but one 
form of dishonest information was the widespread rumor that the 
bear hunt would help with problem bears. This was of course false, 
since bear hunting would not occur in the Tahoe areas. But then 
there was a controversy about whether or not NDOW was 
transporting bears out of Tahoe so they could be hunted (See 
NBHN website for news article). Since the media attention about 
bears, it has been very difficult for the public to find out certain 
details about the bears and the  hunts that have occurred. 

The mortality data on the NDOW website indicates that some 
bears were (are) chased by hounds for several days before being 
killed. This started getting everybody thinking about the ethics of 
terrorizing a bear for several days before killing it so someone can 
have a rug. These unfair chases by hounds are through habitat that 
also contains many other forms of wildlife; wildlife which is 
affected by these hunting dogs. As observations of packs of hounds 
wearing GPS collars running after terrified bears for days through 
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sensitive public lands occurred, more discussions about fair chase 
has ensued. The bear hunters were (are) not even out there doing 
the hunting themselves! The hunters show up via motorized 
vehicles to kill the bear when the hounds corner it, usually in a 
tree. This elitist and lazy form of hunting through paid guides is 
available for people who want to pay top dollar for the experience 
of killing an iconic animal that belongs to all of us. Other hunters 
have started to take a look at this hounding form of “hunting” 
which is clearly not fair chase bear hunting.  NDOW has been put 
in a position on numerous occasions to justify this betrayal of 
Nevada’s wildlife and disregard for the North American Model of 
Conservation. Per former member of the Washoe County Advisory 
Board to Manage Wildlife, Cathy Smith:

Nevadans attitudes regarding wildlife are evolving. A study 
commissioned by the Department of Wildlife in 2018 
demonstrated those changing opinions. Only 30% of Nevadans 
agreed with a black bear hunt and only 13% agreed with using 
dogs to hunt bears. If we break down the numbers by groups, 
they found 13% of non hunters and only 37% of hunters 
supported using dogs to hunt black bears. The Department of 
Wildlife is slowing losing their legitimacy as they veer further 
and further away from how Nevadans want their wildlife treated.  

As many wildlife watchers know, there are multiple stories about 
injustices to the bears as well as injustices to those who have been  
advocating for the bears. These stories are too numerous to 
mention here and some are very disturbing. Sportsmen used to be 
on the front lines of conservation. There would be no complete 
wildlife conservation without the sportsmen. Unfortunately 
though, for thousands of Nevadans, the bear hunt has tarnished 
the reputation  and credibility of hunters,  NDOW and the 
NBWC.

Is there hope for Nevada’s black bears? 
We hope that the study referenced above 
by Cathy Smith will help with the petition 
that she is bringing forth at the November 
6, 2020 Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners 
meeting. This petition to end the use of bear hunting hounds 
during a bear hunt is item #12 on the agenda for that day.  The 
commission meeting will be held on YouTube at this address:
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCrFHgHLM0MZa2Hx7og8pFcQ
If for some reason this link from this newsletter is not working go 
to ndow.org commission meeting agenda and the link is there. 
The procedure is as follows: after the petition presentation the 
public has input while the Commission takes a break and gets all of 
the emails from the public.The commission email address to send 
your comments related to the petition and presentation during the 
break is wildlifecommission@ndow.org

If you cannot attend the YouTube meeting on November 6, you 
can send emails in advance to the wildlife commissioners (address 
above) but you will not have seen the presentation and can only 
refer to the petition in the support materials. But that is enough 
for an email like, “Regarding item #12 of the agenda and based on 
the petition in the support material, I support the petition to end 
the use of hounds during a bear hunt.” 

The NBWC most likely will make a decision on November 6  
about whether or not to go forward with the petition. If the 
Commission goes forward with the petition,  a support letter for 
the petition to end the use of hounds in a bear hunt (but sticking 
to the petition presentation facts) could be written after the 
meeting too. If the petition moves forward stay tuned for more 
information about how you can help. If you have any questions 
about this contact Caron Tayloe at eniarr61@gmail.com.

****************************************************************************
In our yard we play, “who’s poo is it anyway?”  The kids are thrilled with 
their new suburban surroundings that has so much wildlife.We have not 
seen bear scat yet.  New Douglas County resident, October 1 
conversation.

This is the time of the year when my hummingbird feeder regularly ends up 
in the neighbor’s yard. South Reno foothills resident, October 14 
conversation.

My kids live in Pahrump but they want to live in Tahoe so they can see 
bears!. Good luck on the petition and thank everyone for saving bears. 
Pahrump resident, telephone call on October 20.

Thank you to everyone who conserves and supports Nevada’s 
wildlife. Happy Holidays to all!!
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